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AN INVESTIGATION OF PRESTRESSING 
STEEL BEANS 

I INTRODUCTION 

The earliest attenipt at prestressing were made by using thread- 

ed mild steel bars, free to slide in the body of a concrete bemn. 

These bars were tensioned by nuts bearIng against anchor p1ate at 

each end of the beam, the reactions from the bars providing a corn- 

pressiv stress in the concrete. Modern developnìent of prestressed 

concrete was begun by E. Freysinet of France, who in 1928 started 

using high strength steel wires for prestressing. 

In this method of construction the conventional reinrorcing 

steel bars are replaced with high strength steel wires which allow 

the concrete to carry live and dead loads without being subjected to 

tensile stress. The basic principle of prestressed concrete is 

quite siip1e. By means of prestress applied eccentrically with 

respect to the centroid of the concrete, a uxifforiì compressive stress 

and bending stress are developed across the section. The relative 

compressive stress in the bottom fiber caused by the moment is added 

to the uniform compression. The tensile stress in the upper fiber 

caused by the moment is subtracted from the unìfox compression. The 

stress distribution across the section is triangular in shape before 

the application of external mornent, varyin, from zero compression in 

the top fiber to the sum of ufoii stress and bending stress in the 

bottom fibers. In this case, the application of a positive external 

moment produces the tensile stress in the bottom fiber, which reduces 

compressive stress, while the compressive stress in the top fibers 



is added and at ali sections between these limits the concrete is 

in compression. 

The effect of the prestressing is not the only matter to be eon- 

sidered. There is an additional effect of the difference in prop- 

erties of the steel and concrete used in prestres sed concrete and 

that used in ordinary reinforced, concrete. With prestressed concrete 

higher strength steel and stronger concrete are used than in ordî- 

nary reinforced concrete. 

Concrete is very suitable as a building material in applications 

where it is subjected to compression. However, it strength in 

tension is weak compared with its compressive strength. On the other 

hand, structural steel is equally strong in tension and compression, 

and is more homogeneous than concrete. 

Prestressed concrete has proved to be satisfactory for the con- 

struction of bridges, buildings and other structures, The basic 

principles of prestressirig are not limited to concreto structures; 

they may also be applied to steel structures. However, while pre- 

stressed concrete is designed on the basis of different materials 

with prestresing, prestressed steel beams are designed on th basis 

of the same sections and materials with prestressing. 

The applications of prestres sed steel beams have been unknom 

until now. However, with continuous research, prestressed steel 

beams should give satisfactory service in the near future. The 

research embodied in this thesis is an attempt to apply the pre- 

stressing theory to various sections of steel and to show the effects 
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of prestresing. An analytical approach was followed up to the time 

of the tests. The tests were simply a check on one section of pre- 

stressed steel beams. 



II GENERAL THEORY 

Comparison of Prestressed Steel Beams with Ordinary Sple Beams 

inì this section, it is intended to outline the elements of the 

theory of prestressing. It is, in fact, an extension of simple beam 

theory and basic comparisons are made. The following assumptions 

are made: 1) The naterials of the beams obey Hooke's Law, and 2) The 

bending stresses and strains in the beams at any point across a 

cross section are proportional to the distance of the point from the 

neutral ad.s. 

In Figure 1 is shown a simple supported steel beam in which y 

is the distance from the centroidal axi.s and I is the moment of in- 

ertia of the section. If is the external moment at a section due 

to the superimposed load and the weight of beam, then the stress at 

any point across that section due to the moment is 

In the case of a symmetrical section, the beam will he subject- 

ed to compressive stress in its top portion end tensile stress in its 

bottom portion, the meiciìn'ìm values of which wiU be equal. 
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In Figure 2 are shown prestressed tee1 beams in which tensile 

forces F are existing. It is asswned that the horizontal components 

of the forces F exerted by the steel rods are constant throughout 

t1 length of the beams, The steel rods are placed at the bottom of 

the beams eccentrically with respect to the centroid of the sections. 

At any section of the beams the force in the beams and in the rods 

must be in equilibrium and it is therefore possible to equate forces 

and moments at any section. 

Equating forces horizontally it is seen that the reaction upon 

the steel beam will produce uniform compressive stress in the steel 

beams given by 

F 1=- 
A 

where A is the area of sections of the beams. Since the prestress- 

ing forces are not applied along the line of centroids, but are 

eccentric by the amount e, it wiU produce a bending moment on the 

section as well as direct stress given by 

Ft Fe 

This bending moment will set up stresses in the steel beams. The 

values are given by the flexure formula 

f 
I 

where I is the moment of inertia of the section and y is the distance 

froi the centroid of the section. 

The algebraic sum of these two stress systems yields the express- 

ion for the stresses on the sections at the completion of the pre- 

stressing 
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A I 

This is shown in the stress diagrams of Figure 2 which represents 

the stresses due to prestressing alone. 

For practical purposes, beams should be safe when they are with- 

in the range of conditions between dead load alone and dead weight 

plus maximum external load. It is necessary, therefore, to investi- 

gate the stress distributions of these two different states. 

ECCENTRICALLY PRESTRESSED AND LOADED 

.!:2 
(N+Mjjy _!+i_(1+Mth 

A I I A I I 

F (Iicj+Mjjy __!.z+(MG+ML)y 
A I I A I I 

STRESS DISTRIBUTION ACROSS AN ECCENTRICALLY 
PRESTRESSED AND LOADED SECTION 

FIGURE 3 

In the dead load state, when the beam Is acted upon only by its 

own weight, the stress distribution is given by 

I 



Further, the addition of live load to the bean will cause an addition- 

al bending moment ML, resulting in the additional stresses. 

f 
I 

Adding this exrression to that of Figure 2 gives ax'.. expression for 

the stresses at the upper mit of the range of loading conditions. 

Ay I 

The result is sho diagrax'.iatica1ly in Figure 3. 

Shape Factor 

So far the theory has been developed for an arbitrary section 

of a beam without reference to its position. Therefore, it is neces- 

sary to investigate whether it is applicable to all sections of beams. 

The critical section oC a prestressed steel beam, as is true in 

an ordinary steel beam, wìfl be at the point of rnaximm bending 

moment. Wben designing a beam, therefore, the extreme fiber stress 

of the section should be considered first. 

By substituting the values for dead and external live load fiber 

stresses at the critical section into the exression in Figure 3, 

the final stress distribution can be obtained. 

In the case of an unsymetrical section with the centroid dis- 

placed towards the upner fiber, such as a structural tee, It can be 

seen that the steel rod eccentricity is greater than that o± syrn- 

metrical sections and bending moment will cause a greater stress 

variation at the lower fiber than in a syrimetrical section. In both 



cases, wl*ther symmetrical or wizymnmetrical sections are used, the 

Baiting etreee will be reached in the top or bottii fibers The 

forxìs of the final stress diagrwn for both casos can be seen in 

Figure L. 

SYMITRICAL SFcTION 

k 
LIMITINO STRESS 

UNSIMMETRICAL S1CTIoN 

FIGUEE I 

In arriving at the proper ariatyais and analytical study of pre- 

stressed steel beaiii, an investigation was made to sec the effects of 

prcstressing on various unsynetrical and symmetrical steel sections 

Five different typo cross sections are given as a basis of corparison 

for the prestresaed steel beomris and also comparisons were rnde with 

ordinary steel beais 

In analyzing the effects of 'ótressing on various sections, 

eccentricity was measured troni the neutral axis to the bottac of the 

members. The last column of Table I shows the resisting mofltent 

ratios between the prestressed steel beams arid ordinary steel beams 

for the given sections. These ratìo represent the actual gain in 

load capacity for the prestressed beans. 



All computations necessary for analyzing the effect of pre- 

stressing on each beam section are given in the Appendix. 

TßBLE I 

Member Wt. per ft. Area Span F Moment (Prestressed Bm.) 
(Pounds) (Sq.in.) (kips) Moment (Ordinary Bin.) 

ST 12 WF 50 So 

Rectangular 3)4 

O.717"xl)4" 

Std. 12" 149.56 

Pipe 

IBeaniSO 50 
12x51/14 

I Beam tested 14.145 

1OWF1O 10 

1)4.71 30' 141 2.16 

1L.00 30' SIi i.si 

114.90 30' 100 1.141 

1)4.57 30' 115 1.29 

1.31 9' 12.14 1.25 

1)4.140 30' 135 1.15 



Calculations for the Beam Tested 

The following computations were made for the beaii tested. 

Initial State 

Dead load moment 0.1 kips-ft 

Top fiber stress -! + 
A 

12.14 + (l2.14)(2.l7;)(3) - (o.l)(12)(3) 

1.31 7.09 7.09 

+ 11.141- 0.51 

1.143 ksi in Tension 

Bott fiber stress -! - + 
A I 

12.14 (12.14)(2.175)(3) + (o.l)(12)(3) 

1.31 7.09 7.09 

= - 9.I7 - 11.141 + 0.;]. 

20.37 ksi in Compression 

Final State 

Top fiber stress -! + 
A 

-! + + 
I A I 

12.14 + (12.14)(2.175)(3) + 20 
I 1.31 7.09 

9.147 + 11.141+ 20 

= 
21.914 ksi in Compression 
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Bottom fiber stress = - - + 
A I 

12. (12.I)(2.17) 
+ 21.91t 

1.31 7.09 

= - 9.L7 - 11.L.i + 21.91i 

1.06 ksi In Tension 

Resisting moment = k1.93)(709) 1.9 kips-Inch 
3 

Resisting moment (ordinary beam f s 

Resisting moment = (2o)(7.09) 17.27 kips-inch 

Moment (Prestressed Learn) 1.9 
1oment (Ordinary Beoni) 7.27 

Snip1e Calculations for the First Test 

Span length = 9'-O" 

Total live load applied = 790 

Live load per ft. of per beam J39# 

Dead load per ft. of per bean = 1O# 

Total load per ft. of per beam ¿4I9# 

Ordinary Steel Beam Deflection 

A= _____ 
38LEI 

Ls = ()(J49)(9)(1728) = 0.312" Downward 
(381)(3o,000,000)(7.o9) 

Prestressed Beari Deflection 

Upward deflection = 
8E1 
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At Initial State 

Moment = (12,t00)(2.175) = 27,000 1bsinches 

Upward deflection (1200)(2.17)(9)2(1) 
0.185« 

( 8) ( 30, 000,000) (7 .09 ) 

Dead Load 

Downward deflection (X1o)(9)1(1728) 

(38L)(3o,000,000)(7.o9) 
0.007" 

Net deflection 0.185" - 0.007" 0.178" Upward 

Final State 

Upward deflection (12600)(2.l75)(9)2(1)4i) 
0.292" 

(8)(3o,000,000)(7.o9) 

Total Load 

Downward deflection )499)0728) 0313" 
( 3814 ) ( 30, 000,000 )( 7. 09 ) 

Net deflection = 0.313" - 0.292" 0.021" Downward 



III EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

General Description of' Model 

Tests were perforied on two structural steel I-beams using 9 

foot spans, spaced one foot apart, simply supported. I-beams tested 

were not standard sections and actual data were computed. The beam 

properties are suminerized in Table II. 

TABLE II 

ITEMS DIMENSION 

Area 1.31 inch2 

oment of Inertia 7.09 inch 

Depth 6.00 inch 

Width of Flange 1 7/8 inch 

Thickness of Flange 1/8 inch 

Thickness of Web 1/8 inch 

Weight of Beam LIL #/per ft. 

The six inch depth of beam cives a ratio of 2760 which exceeds - bt 
A.I.S,C. specification 600, thus lateral bracings were requred. 

Four one inch diameter cold rolled steel bars, threaded on both ends 

were used, The tension in the rods was produced by screwing nuts on 

this threaded portiou against one inch thick bearing plates placed 

at each end of beams The two I-beams were mounted on two wide 

flange beams and channels as shown in Figure . 
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The next set-up in the preparation of the beams was to mount 

SR-tI Strain Gages. SR-11 Strain Gages were used to measure the strain 

in the rode. 10 gages were attached to the center of each outside 

bar and one was attached at the center of each inside bar. The 

electric SR-LI Strain Cages were wired through a switching unit to a 

strain analyzer. The analyzer reads strains to an accuracy o.f one 

micro inch per inch. The Ames Dial Gages were used to measure center 

deflections. The Ames Dial Gages and strain gages were shown in 

Figure 7. 

Test Procedure 

Two tests were perforned on nine foot long simple spans. The 

first test was performed to observe prestressed steel beam behavior 

under the allowable stress. Due to the ductility of steel, there is 

a considerable reserve load carrying capacity beyond the elastic 

li.mît. The second test was to see how to utilize this reserve 

strength beyond the allowable stress of steel. At first zero readings 

were taken on all instruments. Then beams were prestressed by 

tensioning four rods placed at the top of the bottom flange as shown 

in Figure 5. 

The tensions were provided by screwing the nuts against the 

bearing plates. Instrument readings were taken at 2000 pound mere- 

ments up to 12,!OO pounds on the two rods (i beam). At the se time, 

upward deflections at midspan were measured. After beams were bowed 

up, they were loaded with small pig iron weights weighing about ten 

pounds a piece, which can be considered as a unifoiily distributed 
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load per foot of beam. Instrument readIngs were also taken at 1000 

pomd live load increment ut to a rnaxtrrmm live load of 9200 pounds on 

four rods (2 beams). At the same tine, downward deflections were 

taken. This data can be seen in the ApDendix. 

In the first test, beams were not allowed to stress beyond the 

allowable stress. However, steel possesses ductility which is a 

unique property that no other structural ateria1 exhibits in quite 

the same way. Through ductility, steel is able to absorb large 

deformations beyond the aflowable stress without danger of fracture. 

The second test was conducted to observe the stress distribution in 

beams beyond the allowable stress cf the steel, In the first exneri- 

ment, the litniting conditions were governed by the bottom fiber 

stress in compression and the clearance between the bottom of rods 

and toD of the bottom flange. In the second experinent, the beans 

were partially loaded so that a partial live load could counteract 

compressive stress due to prestressing and could reduce upward 

deflection. As a result, it was possible to apply more prestressing 

to the beams tested. 

After part of live load was removed from the previous experinent, 

the residual live load was 2700 pounds on two beams and additional pre- 

stressing was added to the structure The beams were once more bowed 

up, and the total load on the two rods and the upward deflection at 

midspan due to the additional prestressing re measured and found to 

be 22,600 pounds and 0.196 inches, respectively. 

Instrument readings were taken at 1000 pounds live load incre- 

ments The total maxinum live load applied was 9300 pounds, and 
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downward deflection was 0.003 inches. The final appearance of the 

beaus can be seen in Figure 6. This data cari be a10 seen in the 

ÄppefldiXe 

After the two tests were performed, the strain-stress test was 

conducted in order to check the value of modulus of elasticity of 

steel rods used. A correct alue of the modulus of elasticity of 

the steel was required so that tensile stress in the rods could be 

calculated precisely. Results of the test are recorded in the 

Appendix. 



__ __ - 

Figure 

Test setup for testirg 
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Figure 6 

Test setup for testing with live load 
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) 

Figure 7 

Dial gage used to measure deflection 

Strain gage used to measure strain 
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IV RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

Presentation of Results 

Results of the experimental live load versus fiber stresses and 

live load versus deflection curves are presented in Figures 9, 10, 11 

and 12 for the prestressed steel beams tested. Figure 8 shows the 

strain-stress curve for the steel rods used. These results compare 

the prestressed steel beams with ordinary steel beams. 

Load Capacity 

In Figures 9 and 10 it can be seen that the experimental results 

show the ability of prestressed steel beams to carry greater live 

loads than ordinary steel beams for the given sections In pre- 

stressed steel beams, 7900 pounds of live load (Figure 9) produces 

the maximum fiber stresses of 20 kai at the top and 9.t ksi at the 

bottom of the section, both in compression. In ordinary steel beams 

for the same sections, 7000 pounds of live load produces 20 kai at 

the top in compression and 20 kai at the bottom of the section in 

tension. Thus, for the same cross sections, the live load carrying 

capacity for the prestressed steel beams is approdmato1y 1.13 times 

as great as for the ordinary steel beams. This increased load-carry- 

Ing capacity is produced by the initial prestressing. 

In Figure 10, the results of the second test showed that stress 

at the bottom fibers exceeded the allowable stress of 20 ksi in 

compression at the initial state, however, steel possesses ductility. 

It is the only characteristic feature of structural steel that makes 
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possible the stress analysis beyond the allowable stress. And alao 

it is considered as temporary stress which can be reduced by the 

external loads. At the final state, the maximum fiber stress is less 

than that of the first test for the maximum loads And the final 

stresses at the top and bottom are nearly the same, both being in 

compression, The final live load applied was 9300 pounds, which is 

approd.mato1y 1.33 ti as great as for ordina steel beams. Thus, 

the most efficient use of the material of the beams is obtained when 

the difference between the top and bottom fiber stresses is the 

least. 

Deflection 

From the deflection point of view, there are further advantages 

in the prestressed steel beams. The deflection at the midapan of 

the prestressed steel beams is greatly reduced by the initial upward 

camber. Deflections of prestressed steel beams are different from 

those of ordinary steel beams because of the effect of prestressing. 

These initial upward cambera can be advantageously utilized to off- 

set deflections due to external loadings. 

In Figure il, it can be seen that the theoretical values of 
deflection at the midapan for the ordinary steel beams is 0.36 

inches for 9200 pounds of live load, while 0.083 inches was measured 

for the prestressed steel beams in tbe first test. Moreover, the 

results of the second test show less deflections than the first test 

for given loads. ALnost at the final state of the second test, 

stresses at the top and bottom are the sanie and 0.003 inches dowmard 
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deflection was measured. Thus, for loads of equa]. magnitude, the 

deflections for ordinary steel Leams are greater than those for pre- 

stressed steel besis. 

In Figure 12, it can be seen that theoretical values of de- 

flections are followed very closely by experimental values. 

Modulus of Elasticity 

In Figure 13, it can be seen that the assumed value of modulus 

of elasticity for the steel rods used is found to be 30,000,000 psi. 

It was impossible to plot a typical stress-strain curve due to the 

great increment of live load applied. 
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V i;ICUSSI0N 

The results of the first exoeri'nent aro quite straightforward. 

itowoyer, further clarification it necessary for the second experiment. 

The eccnd experiment showed that 9300 pounds of live load, which is 

approirntely 1.33 timos as groat as for the ordinary steel beams, 

was carried by the beams tested. This greatly increased load-carry.. 

in capacity was produced by the additional prestressin applied 

with the residual live load of 2700 pounds rioreover, the deflection 

of the beams at rnidspan was controlled by the additioral prestressing 

and was nearly zero. The final stress at the top and bottom were 

nely the sare. This was the moet ideal stress distribution for 

the beans. 

In analyzir the effects of prestressing on various sections, 

eccentricity irle easured fron the neutral axis to the bottori of 

mertbers. F{oweVer, for the beans tested, it was necessary to nieaßwe 

fro7 thO neutral axis to the conter of the prestresaing rods, which 

it 0.82S inches above the bottom of the flanges. A a result, it 

can be soon in ctdculations for the beans tested that the resisting 

moment ratio between the prestressed steel beonis and ordinary steel 

bearru3 is 1.10, which is less than 1.2 (where eccentricity Is 

measured from the neutral axis to the bottom of the flange). 

According to the calculations for the beams tested, the gain in 

load..carryIr capacity for the prestressed steel beams thould have 

been 10 percent, which is c1oe to the ,erfental value of 13 

percent. The actwü gain In load-carrying capacity for the I-beam 
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sections was not so great as the other sections. However, the result 

ai: the first test shows that the theoretical value checks closely 

with the experimental value. From the result of the test performed 

on I-beam sections, it seems reasonable to assume that prostressing 

can be applied on vsrious sections with increased load-carrying 

capacity and coritrofled deflection. It is probable that structural 

tee-sections would experience the greatest gain in load-carrying 

capacity. 

In the load-deflection curves, it can be seen that all points 

fall on smooth lines, except for a few isolated points which are 2ue 

to the rough needle-contact area of the beams. The I-beams tested 

were rusty and pitted. 

Steel has approximately 2.9 times greater modulus of elasticity 

than alwninum, 30,000,000 psi compared to 10,300,000 psi. Thooreti- 

cally, for loads of equal magnitude, the deflection for aluminum 

beams would be 2.9 times as great as for steel beams. However, pro- 

stressed aluminum beams will prove to be superior to ordinary alumi- 

num beams from the deflection point of view. 
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VI CO)CL1JIONS 

from the reiults of tet erfornted on I-bor ectior lt iz 

po1b10 to drew some cc1us1ons concerrrlug the characteristicr 

of the pretreed te1 beans irivetigated. The fo11oing cori- 

citmions are riad: 

:i. Prestreed :tee1 bea re able to carry a greater live 

load than the ordinary steel bea for Civen sections. 

2. Deflection or pretresed tee1 bearn can Le minir1zed 

arid con be controlled by pretresirig. 

3. Pretresaed tee1 beams are more suitable than ordinary 

steel hens where shallow depth ie required because ex- 

cessive deflection con be caitrolled. 

4. The characteristics of preotressed steel beams demonstrated 

by I-beam ectione tested rnbstantiaths thc idea that appli- 

cations of prestressing theory, as usec in the calculations, 

are feasible for various sections of steel and provide nore 

load-carrying capacity with controlled deflect1or. 

The writer uld like to point out that riony pretrossed concrete 

structures have given satidsctory service for two decades. With 

more research cri prestressed steel beans, it seems reasonable that 

prestressed steel beams can be advantageous over ordinary steel beais 

in ooe instance, especially in structural tee-shaped beams, which 

should $how the greatest rain in load-carrying capacity. 
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DATA SHEET-EXPERIMENT NO. i 

GAGE N0. i 

SR-1. GAGE DIAL GAGE 

ZERO LOAD DIT. LOAD 

LOAD GAGE GAGE }IICROINOH/IN. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 

POUND READING READING DIFFERENCE READING READING INCH 

PRESTRESS 3-390 3-liSO 60 o.56L O.L9t 0.07 

It 3-Sb 120 O.UíLi 0.120 

t 3-SI0 10 0.1127 0.137 

n 3-600 210 0.376 o.168 

I, 3-630 2!0 O.36t 0.180 

1000 3-6O 260 0.1113 O.11 

2000 3-670 280 0.W.2 0.122 

11000 3-717 327 o.L7 0.089 

000 3-730 3110 o.SOti. 0.060 

6000 3-770 380 0.30 0.03b 

7000 3-780 390 o.S68 o.00!4 

700 3-780 390 0.021 

8000 3-790 1oo 0.600 0.036 

800 3-780 390 0.613 0.0L9 

9000 3-780 390 0.632 0.068 

9200 3-780 390 0.6t2 0.078 



3S 

DATA SkEET-EXPERfl'NT NO. i 

GAGE NO. 2 

SR-Li. GAGES PIAL GAGE 

ZERO LOAD INIT. LOAD 
LOAD GAGE GAGE I4ICROINCH/IN. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 
POUND READING READING DIFFERENCE READING READING INCH 

FRESTRESS 3-260 3-390 130 o.6L O.19L 0.07 

't 3-Li.O 190 o.LiLili. O.i20 

n 3-)480 220 O.t27 0.137 

n 3-520 260 0.376 o.i68 

't 3-60 300 0.36h 0.180 

1000 3-S80 320 0.L13 o.ii 

2000 3-600 3L0 O.Wi.2 0.122 

t000 3-610 30 O.t7 0.089 

0OO 3-61i.0 380 o.ot 0.060 

6000 3-660 l.i.00 O.30 0.03I 

7000 3-670 1i10 0.568 0.001. 

7O0 3-680 1.o 0.585 0.021 

8000 3-670 lilO o.600 0.036 

8500 3-670 1.10 0.613 0.01,9 

9000 3-670 lilo 0.632 0.068 

9200 3-670 lilo 0.61.2 0.078 
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DATA SHEET-EXPERIMENT NO. i 
GAGE NO. 3 

SR-14 GAGES DIAL GAGE 

Z1RO LOAD INIT. LOAD 
LOAD GAGE GAGE MICROINCH/IN. GAGE GAGE DETh. 
FOUND READING READING DIFFERENCE READING REAPING INCH 

PRESTRESS 3-870 3-1000 130 o.6! O.I9t 0.07 

t' 3-i0O 180 o.1U 0.120 

n 3-1080 210 O.t27 0.137 

t 
3-llLi.O 270 0.376 0.168 

n 3-U30 260 O.36I 0.180 

1000 3-110 280 O.h13 O.1S1 

2000 3-1170 300 0.Ut2 0.122 

)4000 3-1215 31 O.I75 0.089 

5000 3-123S 36S o.oL 0.060 

6000 3-1270 1OO 0.30 O.03b 

7000 3-1280 L10 o.S68 o.00L 

7S00 3-1290 I20 o.58S 0.021 

8000 3-1290 12O 0.600 0.036 

8SoO 3-1290 1320 0.613 0.0I9 

9000 3-1300 1430 0.632 0.068 

9200 3-1300 1430 0.6142 0.078 
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DATA SHE}r-EXPERIMENT NO. i 

GAGE NO. l 

SR-)4 GAGES DIAL GAGE 

¿t!11t0 LOAD Ii IT LOAD 
LOAD GAGE GAGE MICROINCH/IN. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 
POUND READiNG READING DIFFERENCE READING READING INCH 

PFthSTRESS h-7O 1-8So 110 O.t3O O.36S o.o6S 

't h-920 180 0.307 0.123 

t, 1-96O 220 0.287 O.1L3 

ti L-1O2O 280 0.237 0.173 

t, !_iO0O 260 0.229 0.181 

1000 ¿.i.-1020 280 0.270 o.i6o 

2000 L-ioho 300 0.300 0.130 

¿000 14-1080 314.0 0.337 0.093 

5000 L-1110 370 0.370 o.060 

6000 14-1130 390 0.399 0.031 

7000 1-ii)4O bOO 0.b33 0.003 

7500 b-USO bio O.bb9 0.019 

8000 14-1160 lao 0.1463 0.033 

8500 14-1160 1420 0.1483 0.053 

9000 14-1170 L30 0.502 0.072 

9200 14-1170 b30 0.513 0.083 



DATA S}flET-EXPERIMENT NO. i 

GAGE NO. 

SR-I1. GAGES DIAL GAGE 

ZERO LOAD INIT. LOAD 
LOAD GAGE GAGE ?IICROIÌÍCH/IN. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 
POUD READING READING DIFFERENCE READING READING INCH 

PRESTRESS 3-110 3-160 o O.Li3O o.36 o.o6 

't 3-200 90 0.307 0.123 

n 3-210 100 0.287 0.1L3 

t' 3-290 180 0.237 0.173 

1! 3-300 190 0.229 0.181 

1000 3-320 210 0.270 0.160 

2000 3-3IO 230 0.300 0.130 

Ii000 3-380 270 0.337 0.093 

O0O 3-1400 290 0.370 0.060 

6000 3-b30 320 0.399 0.031 

7000 3-)45 33; 0.1433 0.003 

7OO 3-L0 3140 0.Lj!9 o.o]. 

8000 3-L60 30 0.1463 0.033 

800 3-14S0 3140 0.1483 0.053 

9000 3-1460 30 0.502 0.072 

9200 3-1460 350 0.513 0.083 
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DATA SHEET-EXPERDNT NO. i 

GAGE IO. 6 

SR-L GAGES DIAL GAGE 

ZERO LOAD INITe LOAD 
LOAD GAGE GAGE I.CROINCH/fl. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 
POUND READING READING DIFFERENCE READING READING INCH 

PRESTRESS t-26O l-!iOO ]JO O.ì3O O.36 o.o65 

n )4-16O 220 0.307 0.123 

t-!9O 230 0.287 O.1h3 

't I-8o 320 0.237 0.173 

't ¿4-600 3!iO 0.229 0.181 

1000 )-62O 360 0.270 0.160 

2000 L-63o 370 0.300 0.130 

1000 I-68o 12O 0.337 0.093 

0OO L.-.71O 0.370 0.060 

6Ooo t-7)40 ¿8o 0.399 0.031 

7000 !-7O 1190 0.1133 0.003 

7OO 11-7O 1190 0.11119 0.019 

8000 11-760 Soo 0.1463 0.033 

8500 11-760 SUo 0.1183 0.053 

9000 11-770 510 0.502 0.072 

9200 11-770 510 0.513 0.083 



PATA Si T-(PERI1iEI'1T NO. 2 

SR-b GAGES PIAL GAGE 

LJ! 

ZERO LOAD INIT. LOAD 

LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE iCROINCH/IN. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 

POUND NO. READING READING DIFFERENCE READINt READING INCH 

PRE- 
STRESS i 3-390 3-830 bbO o.S6b 0.360 O.2OI 

2700 Ti 3-830 bLo 0.360 O.20b 

3700 " 3-8S0 li6o 0.380 o.18b 

17OO " 3-870 b8o o.bo8 o.]56 

S700 TI 3-890 SOO o.bbo O.12b 

6700 tt 3-910 S20 o.b7S 0.089 

7700 H 3-930 bO o.So O.09 

8700 e 3-9S0 6o O.S38 0.026 

9300 " 3-970 8o o.b 0.010 

PR.E- 

STRESS 2 3-260 3-700 )4o o.S6tt 0.360 O.201t 

2700 " 3-700 1.thO 0.360 0.20b 

3700 t! 3-720 b6o 0.380 o.18b 

b700 3-7tO 1i80 o.bo8 o.1S6 

700 3-760 oo o.bbo o.12b 

6700 3-780 2O O.b7S 0.089 

7700 3-800 bO o.So O.O!9 

8700 3-82S 6S o.S38 0.026 

9300 3-8b0 8o 0.010 
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DATA SHEET-EXPERThENT NO. 2 

SR-14 GAGES PIAL GAGE 

ZERO LOAD INIT. LOAD 

LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE NICROINCH/IN. GAGE GAGE DEFL. 

POUND NO. READING READING DIFFE}?ENCE READING READING LCH 

PRE-. 

STRESS 3 3-870 3-1L20 fO o.561 0.360 O.2OI 

2700 tI 3-112O 5o 0.360 O.2O14 

3700 3-iW 0.380 o.i81 

47OO fl 3-117O 600 oJ.o8 o.i6 

5700 3-11495 625 o.lho 0.1214. 

6700 3-1520 650 0.Li75 0.089 

7700 3-15LO 670 0.505 0.059 

8700 3-1565 695 0.538 0.026 

9300 3-1580 710 o.55t 0.010 

STRESS 1 14-714O Lt-1280 5140 0.1430 0.2143 0.187 

2700 " 14-1280 5to O.2t3 0.187 

3700 It 14-1305 0.263 0.167 

t7O0 " Li-1330 590 0.290 O.1I0 

5700 )-.1355 615 0.315 0.115 

6700 t-1380 614o 0,356 0.0714 

7700 tI 14-11405 665 0.387 0.0143 

8700 14-11420 680 0.1426 0.0014 

9300 14-11430 690 0.14145 o.olS 



DATA SHEET-EXPERIMENT NO. 2 

SR-ti GAGES DIAL GAGE 

ZERO LOAD INIT. LOAD 
LOAD GAGE GAGE GAGE NICROINC}i/IN. GAGE GAGE DEa. 
POUND NO. READING READING DIFFERENCE READING READING INCH 

PRE- 
STRESS S 3-110 3-ti90 380 O.ti30 O.2ti3 0.187 

2700 " 3-ti90 380 O.2h3 0.187 

3700 " 3-1 tiO 0.263 0.167 

)i700 n 3-ti0 1i30 0.290 0.1!iO 

;7 " 3-6o tiSo 0.31 0.11 

6700 n 3-S80 ti70 0.356 0.07)1 

7700 ' 3-600 L90 0.387 O.0ti3 

8700 n 3-62g S1 O.ti26 o.00b 

9300 " 3-6ti0 S30 o.)4 o.oiS 

PRE- 
SThESS 6 ti-260 li-790 3O O.ti30 o.2ti3 0.187 

2700 ti-790 3O 0.2ti3 0.187 

3700 ti-8]. 0.263 0.167 

1i700 T ti-8tio 8o 0.290 o.itio 

n ti-86 60 O.31 O.11 

6700 n Li-890 630 O.36 o.o7ti 

7700 ti-91 6 0.387 0.0ti3 

8700 ti-935 67S O.ti26 o.00b 

9300 li-950 690 o.lthS 0.015 



DATA SHEET - SThESS-STRAIN TEST 

MACHINE: BALDWIN HYDRAULIC MACHINE 

GAGE: Sf14-STRAIN GAGE NICROINCH/INCH 

LOAD STRESS GAGE NO.]. STRAIN GAGE NO.2 STRAIN AVE. STRAIN 

POUND psi flADING REAPING IN./IN. IL/IN. 

0000 3-310 3-150 

14000 5,100 3-550 0.0002h 3-270 0.00012 0.00018 

8000 10,200 3-720 0.000141 3-I30 0.00028 0.00035 

12,000 15,300 3-890 0.00058 3-580 0.000Lt3 o.0005o 

16,000 20,1400 3-1070 0.00076 3-7140 0.00059 o.00068 

20,000 25,500 3-1230 0.00092 3-870 0.00072 0.00083 

214,000 30,600 3-1110 0.00110 3-1000 0.00085 0.00098 

28,000 3,7OO 3-16140 0.00133 3-1220 0.00107 0.00120 

32,000 Lo,800 3-1810 0.00150 3-1370 0.00122 0.00136 

36,000 145,900 h-1020 0.00171 3-1570 0.001142 0.00152 

140,000 51,000 li-1210 0.00190 14-730 o.00lS8 0.001714 

1414,000 56,000 I-138O 0.00207 !-88o 0.00173 0.00190 
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Calculations for the various sections 

Section 1. I1ember - ST 12 JF So 

Span 30' - 0" 

Initial State 

Dead load moment 
(0.0S)(30)2 56 k1 

8 

Too fiber stress - + - 
A I 

- 141 + (141)(9.146)(2.514) - (5.6)(12)(2.514) 

114.71 176.7 176.7 

- - 2.78 + 5.59 - 0.97 

1.814 kni in Tension 

Bottoni fiber stress - (til)(9J46)(9.146) 

1)4.71 176.7 176.7 

= - 2.78 - 20.8 + 3.6 

20 ksi in Compression 

191 

Bottom fiber stress = - - + 
A I 

f 
I A I 

= 141 + (141)(9.146)(9.146) + 20 
1)i.71 176.7 

- 2.78 + 20.8 + 20 

- 143.58 ksi in Tension 



Top fiber stress )41 + (1t1)(9.16)(2.L) - (67.6)(12)(2.5I) 
1t.71 176.7 176.7 

- 2.78 + .62 - 11.7 

8.86 ksi in Compression 

Resisting moment th3..58X176,71 67.6 kips-f t. 
(12 ) (9. 6) 

Resisting moment (ordinary beam) (20)(18.7) 31.2 kip-ft. 
12 -. 

ïioment (Prestressed Beam) 67.6 ,. 

Moment (Ordinary Beam) 31.2 

Section 2. Member 0.717" x 1!ì" Rectangular 

Span 30' - 0" 

Iritia1 State 

Dead load moment = (031)(30)2 382 kips-ft. 
8 

Top fiber stress = + (t)(7)(7) (3.82)(12)(7) 
10 163 163 

= - + 16.3 -i.6 
8.9I ksï in Tension 

Bottom fiber stress = - - 16.3 + 1.96 

19.7li ksi in Compression 

Final State 

! = - Lk + (S)(7)(7) 20 
I 10 163 

- + 16.3 + 20 

= 30.9 ksi in Tension 
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Bottom fiber $tres - - 16.3 + 30.9 

= 9.2 ksi in Tension 

Resisting moment (30.9)(163) 
9 

(12)(7) 

Resisting moment (ordinary beam) (2o)(23.h) 
39 kips-f t. 

12 

Maiìent (Frestressed Beami .2 
Moment (Ordinary Beam) 

Section 3. Member - Standard 12" Pipe 

Span = 30' - O" 

Initial State 

Dead load moment (O.0L9S6)(30)2 jçp-ft. 
8 

Top fiber stress = - !22. + (100)(6.37S)(6.37) (f.7)(l2)(6.37) 
lt.9 277 277 

- 6.72 + ]J,7 - 1.53 

= 6.I5 ksi in Tension 

Bottom fiber stress = - 6.72 - lL.7 + 1.53 

= 19.87 ksi in Compression 

1M1 S+ft 

£ = - ! + + fe 
I AI 

= _ f (loo)(6.375)(6.375) + 20 
I l).9 277 

= - 6.72 + 114..7 + 20 

= 28 ksi in Tension 



I7 

Bottom fiber stress = - 6.72 - 1!.7 + 28 

6.6 ksi in Tension 

Resisting moment (28)(277) 102 kips-ft. 
(12) (6.37S) 

Resisting moment (ordinary) = (20)3.6) 72.6 kip'-ft. 
12 

Moment (Prestressed Bea) 102 
Hoinent (Ordinary Beam.) 72.6 

Section1. Member = I Beam O (12x-) 

Span = 30' - O" 

Initial State 

Dead load moment (o.oS)(3o)2 
ps-ft. 

5 

Top fiber stress * + (U.)(6)(6) (.62)(12)(6) 
301.6 301.6 

= - 7.9 + 13.8 - 1.35 

14.55 ksi in Tension 

Bottom fiber stress = - 7.9 - 13.8 + 1.35 

= 20.35 ksi in Compression 

Final State 

L 
+ 13.8 + 20 

I 

= 2.9 ksi in Tension 

Bottom fiber stress = - 7.9 - 13.8 + 2.9 

= 1.2 ks. in Tension 

Resisting moment = 
(25,9)(30l6) 108.2 kips-ft. 

( 12 ) (6) 



Resisting moment (ordinary beam) (2p)(5o.3) 

12 

z 8I kijs-ft. 

Moment (Prestressed Beam) 108.2 
= zl.29 

:ioment (Ordinary Beam) 8L. 

Section . Member 10 WF 10 

Span 30'-O" 

Initial State 

Dead load moment (o.OL9)(3o)2 
.; icip..rt. 

8 

Top fiber stress - ____ + (13S)(5)() (.5)(12)() 
lI.1 272.6 272.6 

= - 9.Li + 12.L - 1.21 

= 1.8 ki in Tension 

Bottom fiber stress = - 9.14 - 12.14 + 1.21 

= 20.S9 kai in Compression 

Final State 

= - 9.t + 12.14 + 20 

= 23 ki in Tension 

Bottom fiber stress = - 9.L. - 12.14 + 23 

= 1.2 in Tension 

Resisting moment = k23)(272.2) z io kips-ft. 
( 12 ) ( ) 

Resisting moment (ordinary beam) z (20)(5143) 9.12 kips-ft. 
12 

Moment (Prestressed Beam) loS 
Moment (Ordinary Beam) 91.2 

z 115 


